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Parking management
Product advantages
▪▪ Individual assignment of
parking lots
▪▪ Automate management
▪▪ Reserving visitor parking lots
▪▪ Originator accounting

Our parking management option enables efficient and secure use of
parking lots. A barrier is normally insufficient for this task. You can
control access to the parking area and evaluate data individually for
each person and also reserve parking facilities for visitors. The Kaba
exos parking management feature is an element of our integrated overall
system for access control and time & attendance.
Assignment of parking lots to both groups or individuals is completely
under your control. Organization of especially segregated areas or levels is
secure and reliable. Exclusive use by tenants, VIPs or other groups can be
guaranteed. Prevent random use of your parking areas with the parking
management module for daily implementation of your specifications.

Organizes your road entrance

Automate management
Parking lots are essential for modern companies. They are
useless and even more expensive if they are blocked by
unauthorized parking or if they are normally empty. This is
a problem with a simple solution – intelligent interlinking
of access control and parking lot assignment. Road entrance
access is therefore only possible for authorized vehicles.
Authorization is verified on the basis of the personal access
rights and times – information which is stored in the system.
An individual parking lot can therefore be used several
times and occupation of group parking lots is also taken
into account. Identification is always performed with the
same badge. This applies to access to both parking areas and
buildings.

Originator accounting
Kaba exos ensures transparency of actual parking lot
utilization. This in turn provides the basis for individual
accounting. You decide which accounting method is
appropriate, either on a flat rate basis, according to the
individual corporate divisions or profit centers. We supply
the necessary, unique information – and support you in
producing clear evaluations.
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Reserving visitor parking lots
Offer your visitors special parking lots. Our parking
management module is completely integrated into visitor
management, permitting simple assignment of visitor
parking lots. This is already performed when the visitor is
registered. Make use of the advantages of this comprehensive
concept for allround professional reception of your visitors..

